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From the Publisher
The Spring 2018 issue of TAB Journal covers balancing projects in 

healthcare facilities, as well as other topics related to testing and balancing.

Jay Johnson, TBE, of Thermal Balance, Inc., discusses challenges faced 

during bidding and the additional work that can arise when speciications are 
missing from a project.

Robert Durosko, TBE, of Kahoe Air Balance Company looks at the 

balancing of renovated spaces and challenges that can arise, particularly in 

the remodeling of healthcare facilities and laboratory settings. 

Vincent Ciccarella, TBE, of Precision Testing & Balancing, Inc., examines a 

case study involving chilled beam leakage at a healthcare research facility.

Steve Koutsonicolas, P. Eng., of Caltab Air Balance Inc. highlights an 

encounter with a rooftop exhaust fan after the initial exhaust airlow 
measurements came well below design. 

Kevin Little, TBE, of Flood & Sterling, Inc., discusses a case at a local 

medical center where an air handler wasn’t providing the necessary chilled 

water low.
Finally, Paul Mocny, TBE, CxA, of MESA3, Inc., looks at hospital 

accreditation of critical spaces and how test and balance agencies can aid in 

achieving compliance for those rooms. 

We would like to thank all of the authors for their contributions to this issue 

of TAB Journal. Please contact us with any comments, article suggestions, 

or questions to be addressed in a future Tech Talk. We look forward to 

hearing from you! 
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T
oday, all TAB agencies are being repeatedly faced 

with having to obtain additional bidding information 

prior to inalizing a quote. The days of project 
speciic speciications are few and far between and many 
times the TAB speciication is missing. Many responses 
have been received that state “just include a standard 

balance” or “do what is needed”. These statements can lead 
to additional work because little or no effort was made in 
getting the designers to spell out exactly what is needed. 
Truthfully, designers are rarely provided the time needed to 
issue a complete detailed set of drawings and speciications 
due to the fast-paced world we live in.

Jay Johnson, TBE

Thermal Balance, Inc.   

IT TAKES TIME TO  
DO IT RIGHT
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Asking detailed questions during the bidding process 

requires additional effort and the knowledge of how 

systems function and operate under different parameters. 

Performing sound readings in a large kid’s restaurant 

that is mainly an indoor playground really should not be 

required. Regardless, TAB agencies should be reading the 

required applicable speciications and incorporating these 
requirements into their bids. Guessing on bid day should 

be the last resort, because is unfair to the owner due to the 

added expense. Nevertheless, always include a detailed 

scope with the bid.

In a likewise scenario, many commissioning speciications 
inform the bidder that commissioning is a requirement 

on a project but limited project-speciic requirements 
are usually provided. This is not the fault of the 

commissioning agent because like the design engineer, 

they are not being provided the time to address the 

requirements that need to be performed. Providing the 

pre-functional and functional performance test equipment 

and scope of test should never be provided after a bid 

unless an allowance is provided for the commissioning 

process. After-the-fact speciication revisions almost 
always require additional time, and this extra testing 

should not be expected to be absorbed by the TAB Agency 

because because guesswork was required. Changes that 

add to the price after the fact should be addressed.

In closing, the HVAC industry needs to slow down and 

get back to the attention to detail as it had in the past. 

The craftsmanship in the ield also needs to change. Less 
time is being provided to complete these projects but more 

deiciency reports are being issued than ever. TAB agencies 
also need to be included in the design review process to 

provide a separate set of eyes and help designers with their 

speciication when needed. This cannot happen when time 
requirements drive a project. It takes time to do it right. 
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BALANCING 

RENOVATED 
SPACES 
& THEIR CHALLENGES

Robert Durosko, TBE

Kahoe Air Balance Company
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I
n healthcare facilities and laboratory settings, remodels can 

have an adverse effect on the overall balance of a system 

over a period of years, with the potential to result in a total 

cascade failure of pressure-dependent spaces, even without 

them being directly involved in the scope of work. Attention to 

detail and precautions need to be taken by both the design team 

and the balance contractor before any demo work is started.

It is common for various areas of a healthcare facility or a 

hospital to be renovated frequently as the demand for space 

usage changes and as tenants change. This usually involves 

a mechanical engineer and the facility sitting down during 

the design phase to discuss the end use of the area and the 

comfort needs of the occupants and staff, along with any 

special requests or parameters the end user would like to see 

maintained after construction. 

Starting at this phase, not much consideration is given to areas 

outside of the space to be remodeled other than monitoring 

highly sensitive areas like Sterile Processing Departments, 

Operating Rooms, etc. that may be served by the same air and 

water systems as the space to be remodeled and areas that must 

maintain a speciic air change requirement or positive/negative 
room pressure. It is during these discussions that possible pre-

checks on fans and pumps for current operating conditions and 

available BHP may be discussed.

Variable volume supply systems with Variable Frequency Drives 

(VFD) are normally self-suficient as long as there is enough 
capacity in the air handling unit (AHU) to handle any additional 

connected load that may be added. Conversely, any connected 

load that may be removed from the system will simply cause the 

VFD to operate at a lower percentage. The same cannot be said 

© 2016 Copyright BuildingStart  

www.buildingstart.com 

AIRNAB 
Introducing... 

Static Pressure Profile 

Call for a  
Demo today! 

(888) 524-7622 

Log in and view air balance readings 
anytime. 
Track recordings with username and 
date/time stamps.  
Track field issues and monitor progress. 
Generate final TAB reports instantly 
when a project is completed. 

As contractors, Test and Balance Agencies are asked to perform 

work in a multitude of varying on-site conditions with certifiable and 

repeatable results. These may range from existing system and room 

certifications to new, ground-up construction or renovations.
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Duct Air Leakage Tester 6900 
Most rugged and durable commercial unit on the market 
Simple to use, Small ootprint, Crane eyehook, Safety color 

This changes everything 

Airlow Capture Hood 6715 
Micromanometer function with Bluetooth®

wireless communication to Android device 

Ii 

for constant volume systems, including General Exhaust and 

Return Air systems, with or without a VFD controller.

During new system installation and the subsequent balance 

work, return air (RA) systems are shown on the construction 

drawings to have a much higher required CFM value than 

will actually be needed during normal operation. This is 

due to the offset and tracking of the RA fan to the supply 

air (SA) fan though the control sequence and the outdoor air 

(OA) requirement. Therefore, it is common practice for TAB 

contractors to manually modulate the RA fan speed or damper 

positions to maintain the total required RA volume as shown on 

the contract drawings during balancing so a proper proportion 

can be met. Then the systems are placed into normal control at 

the completion of the balance work. However, during remodel 

work, this is not normally performed or feasible due to adverse 

negative conditions being created by higher than required 

return volume being drawn out versus the supply that is being 

delivered. The most common result is the balance contractor 

being directed to balance with the available air on hand within 

the scope of the project. Depending on the operating conditions 

and required loads being placed upon the air delivery systems 

at the time of the balance work, the RA values that are obtained 

likely will only be repeatable when the AHU system is 
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operating at that same speciic control point. Furthermore, the 
new required CFM may or may not be obtainable. If the volume 
is lower than what is called for on the contract drawings, the 
volume damper is simply left in a wide-open condition. Over 
the duration of a few years and multiple renovations, the end 
result is that systems are no longer properly balanced. It is 
normally at this time that the owner incurs additional expenses 
in determining why room pressures are no longer meeting code 
compliance and then having to re-balance the entire affected 
systems, more often than not this is done after hours.
These situations can be reduced or alleviated completely 
with a few precautionary measures. First, proper preventative 
maintenance must be performed by the healthcare facility. This 
includes routine cleaning of exhaust and return grilles to remove 
accumulated dust and debris which can and will reduce the 
effective volume from the spaces. Second, prior to any remodel 
and demo work beginning, pre-readings need to be taken in the 
contract space and the immediate surrounding rooms outside 
of the renovation for all systems serving the work area. Fan 
RPMs and VFD operating frequencies should also be noted at 
this time. At the completion of the renovation project, the new 
return and exhaust air devices should be balanced to the same 
percentage of the required CFM as well as all the surrounding 

devices outside of the renovation area on which pre-readings 
were taken at the commencement of the project. Simply stated, 
if the surrounding inlets outside of the construction zone on the 
RA system have been previously proportionally balanced and 
are read out to be 76% of prior design CFM, then the new inlets 
inside renovation area should be set to this same percentage of 
the new design CFM. This will work to ensure that the total 
system is maintained in an acceptable proportion to itself and to 
the required volume at each inlet over the course of many years 
and countless renovations. Increases or decreases in connected 
loads can be performed system wide with the changing of 
sheaves or fans without disrupting the balance of the individual 
inlets. This dictates that the design engineer must provide 
in-contract drawings the same design CFM for these spaces as 
was required on the most recent installation of upgrade.
While these steps are not always taken, due diligence should be 
made by all parties involved in renovations to ensure that the 
systems affected are not left in a worse overall state than they 
were obtained prior to work beginning. This must start from the 
onset of the design phase and continue through to completion by 
all parties, including the Engineer, General Contractor and the 
Mechanical Contractor. Our reputation as contractors and our 
responsibility to the owner should be paramount.  
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Vincent Ciccarella, TBE

Precision Testing & Balancing, Inc.    

CHILLED BEAM 
LEAKAGE

8 TAB Journal Spring 2018
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Precision Test & Balance was recently contracted to perform 

air balancing at a healthcare research facility. The HVAC 

system design utilized Active Chilled Beams (ACB) divided 

into zones. Outside Air (O.A.) was delivered to each chilled 

beam by a Dedicated Outdoor Air System (DOAS) via 

Constant Volume Supply (CVS) boxes.

T
ypically, the O.A. delivered to a chilled beam is measured via plenum pressure and 

calculated by comparing those results with either a Flow Curve or a single design 

pressure which can be converted using the afinity laws. This project appeared to be 
cut and dry, but upon an initial “preliminary” balance meeting, the construction and design 

team had expressed concerns about the accuracy of the pressure reading which was based 

on a previous typical project, using the same overall design concept and same chilled beam 
manufacturer. The GC, Design Engineer, control contractor and commissioning agent were 
all part of the “previous typical” job and had stated that there was no way to ascertain a 
proper CFM reading by taking a plenum pressure, that the converted CFM was artiicially 
low. They were unable to provide a proper response beyond that. During the meeting, they 
outlined the new/altered procedure for balancing the chilled beams and CVS boxes. The 
procedure was as follows:

1. Calibrate and adjust the CVS box by means of duct traverse
2. Read out the chilled beam plenum pressure

3. Balance the chilled beams proportionally by comparing the plenum pressure. Ignore the 

actual CFM derived.

For obvious reasons, Precision Test & Balance found this concerning and possibly incorrect. 
On day 1 of balancing a strong effort was made to diagnose and help explain why a simple 

manufacturer’s conversion which had been successful for so many years on so many products 

was not acceptable on this project.
The initial plan was to attempt to balance the chilled beams as had originally been intended and 
examine those results (see CVS-39-2). CVS-39-2 is rated for a design air low rate of 1380 CFM 
and services (4) chilled beams, each rated for 345 CFM at a 1.38” plenum pressure. Technicians 
began by commanding the CVS to design and perform a traverse at the inlet of the box, calibrate 

and adjust until within design. After conirming correct total low, a readout was taken of the (4) 
chilled beams. The following results were recorded:

IDENTIFICATION 

DESIGN 

PRESSURE 

in wc 

ACTUAL 

PRESSURE 

in wc DESGN CFM ACTUAL CFM 

CVS-39-2 DUCT TRAVERSE 1380 1390 

(TRAVERSE) 

ACB-37 1.38” .74” 345 253 

ACB-38 1.38” .79” 345 261 

ACB-39 1.38” .71” 345 247 

ACB-40 1.38” .8” 345 263 

ACB TOTAL 1,380 1,024

9TAB Journal Spring 2018
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A simple review of the data would indicate duct 

leakage, but the low-pressure sides had been leak 

tested and had passed successfully and a visual 

inspection indicated a tightly sealed system. The 

next move was to traverse an individual ACB 

and compare to plenum pressure. A traverse was 

done of ACB-37, and a CFM of 339 was recorded 

which was 86 CFM and 34% higher than had 

been measured using the plenum pressure. The 

data measured here had matched exactly what 

the design team had stated in the preliminary 

meeting, but the question was why the plenum 

pressure where so inaccurate.

A closer look and some more testing revealed that 

the chilled beams themselves were leaking at the 

seams which had caused the plenum pressures to 

read lower supply air than what was delivered. 

Although the engineering team’s procedure was 

“slightly” correct it didn’t identify or correct the 

actual problem which had caused the inaccuracies. 

Moving forward on projects with many chilled 

beams, leak testing a sample of chilled beams will 

be recommended.  

10 TAB Journal Spring 2018
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A 
preliminary balance of the system was required on the 

second and third loors because the university wanted 
to open these up to the public.  The irst loor was 

incomplete.  The initial exhaust airlow measurements by low 

hood resulted in a total of 215 CFM out of a design of 2280 

CFM, or 9% of design, for the two loors.  All dampers in the 
duct work were inspected as well as the ire dampers.  All were 
found to be fully open.

A Case for 
As-Found Air Flow 
Investigations
Steve Koutsonicolas, P. Eng.

Caltab Air Balance, Inc.  

Renovations to washrooms on three floors of a university building included the 

upgrades to the existing ventilation system.  The contract was for the rebalance of 

the redesigned washrooms with new ductwork and exhaust grilles.  The existing 

rooftop exhaust fan was not in the contract.
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It was necessary to go to the fan 

to investigate.  The fan motor was 

found to be running without the 

belt.  A replacement was found 

and installed with the sheave 

adjusted to its maximum position.  

Obviously, the 215 CFM was 

building pressure escaping up the 

exhaust duct.

The terminals were re-measured 

with a slight increase to 294 CFM 

or 13% of design.  Since the fan 

performance was not part of the 

contract, the preliminary report 

of indings was relayed to the 
engineer.

Approval was given to investigate 

further.  With the help of the 

general contractor, the fan was 

removed from its roof curb.  The 

Fan motor running without a belt.
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AABC Lunch & Learn Presentations For Engineers
AABC members are always available to meet with your firm to discuss best 

practices for testing and balancing. Whether you would like a presentation 

covering a variety of the most important testing and balancing concepts for 

engineers, or a more specific topic, let us know and we will arrange for an 

AABC expert to address your team at no charge!

TOPICS INCLUDE:
 n Test & Balance Primer for Engineers
 n Hot Water Reheat Balancing

 n Duct Leakage Testing
 n Control Point Verification
 …Or Suggest another Topic! 

If you would be interested in such a technical presentation, or if you have 
any other questions or comments, please contact AABC headquarters at 
headquarters@aabc.com or 202-737-0202.

backdraft dampers were found 

to be covered with stones, twigs, 

straw and bird feces. 

Apparently, the fan’s belt had 

been broken for some time.  It 

allowed birds to climb in through 

the fan’s blades to create their 

home.  This was also relayed to 

the engineer.  An order was issued 

to replace the fan, roof curb and 

backdraft dampers.

Completing As-Found Air Flow 

Investigations on retro-it projects 
before the project starts avoids 
delays and added costs. 

Backdraft dampers covered in stones and debris.
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The NEW testo 440

Air velocity & IAQ Meter

The testo 440 combines the benefits of a 

compact and handheld device with intuitive 

menus and a comprehensive selection of both 

Bluetooth and wired measurement probes.

For more info visit www.testo.com

Avail
able 

Now
!

testo 420 Flow Hood
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O
n a recent project at a local 

medical center, technicians had 

been having trouble achieving 

the design chilled water low at one 
particular air handler. Once on-site, it 

was observed that the unit in question 

was one of the irst couple units off the 
system, and therefore should not be 

having trouble meeting setpoint. Another 

unit within the same mechanical room 

was having no problem meeting setpoint. 

In speaking to the maintenance personal 

at the medical center, he informed 

technicians that the unit had not had any 

problems before the summer and couldn't 

understand why a unit installed a couple 

years prior could be having trouble 

meeting the setpoint. All indications led 

to the strainer. There were no gauges 

installed across the strainer, however, and 

the maintenance staff claimed it had been 

cleaned several times.

Not wanting to doubt the ability of a 20 

year seasoned maintenance man that 

is highly respected in the maintenance 

department, other scenarios were 

considered that could be causing the 

problem, though the strainer seemed 

most likely.

The maintenance man was asked how 

he cleaned the strainer. He indicated that 

he connected a hose to the drain "blow 

down" as he called it. So now the next 

question for him was "So, you didn’t pull 

the strainer and clean it?" His answer was 

"No, we never do, the water coming out 

of the hose was running clean."

Armed with this information, it needed 

to be tactfully explained that the proper 

method of cleaning a strainer is to pull 

the screen from the housing and clean 

the entire screen until all openings are 

free of debris. The screen from the 

strainer was pulled and it was dirty. After 

cleaning the strainer and reinstalling it 

the unit performed as designed. When 

asking, "Has the strainer been cleaned?" 

Don’t always assume that it was pulled 

and cleaned.

After several weeks, the same 

maintenance man called back to indicate 

that he had gone around to some of the 

other troubled units and cleaned the 

strainers the proper way. He wanted to 

let us know you’re never too old to learn 

something new. 

Kevin Little, TBE

Flood & Sterling, Inc.   

Proper Strainer Cleaning 
Goes a Long Way

"You’re never too old to learn
  something new."
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H
ospital accreditation is a process used by healthcare 

organizations to evaluate their level of performance 

in comparison to established standards. Accredited 

hospitals beneit from a better quality of patient care and a 
competitive advantage in marketing and staff recruitment. Part 

of the process towards earning and maintaining accreditation 

involves testing rooms deemed to be critical, and this is where 

Test and Balance agencies can assist in their compliance. 

The Joint Commission evaluates and accredits nearly 21,000 

health care organizations and programs in the United States 

and is the nation’s largest standards-setting and accrediting 

body in health care. On a three year cycle and ±2-3 months 

from the last review date, a team from the Joint Commission 

arrives unannounced to a hospital. They perform a review of 

the hospital’s documentation and process for ensuring their 

critical rooms are in code compliance. Their review includes a 

walk-through of the hospital and a ield conirmation of room 
pressures.

A process needs to be in hand at the hospital to ensure code 

compliance, but the Joint Commission does not mandate speciics. 

Paul Mocny, TBE, CxA

MESA3, Inc.  

HOSPITAL CRITICAL 
ROOM CERTIFICATIONS
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It is the hospital’s discretion as to how this happens, frequency 

cycle, room selection and what code is used for analyzing. 

Critical Rooms typically include OR’s, cardiac cath labs, 

cystoscopy, endoscopy, Isolation suites, sterile supply, 

decontamination and EVS rooms. Some facilities will include 

clean workrooms, soiled workrooms, anesthesia storage, 

emergency department waiting areas and labs.  

Frequency cycles vary but generally hospitals will perform an 

internal check of room pressures on a more frequent basis and 

have 3rd party conirmation by a TAB irm performed annually. 
The majority of hospitals are currently testing on an annual 
cycle but a few have adopted 6-month cycles for procedure 

rooms (OR’s, cardiac cath labs, cystoscopy, endoscopy).

Code requirements that are tested include Room Pressures, Total 
AC/H rates, Min. OA AC/H rates and sometimes temperature 
and humidity. Some facilities use California Mechanical Code’s 
Table 4A, FGI’s Table 7-1 and less frequently AORN. The 
majority of facilities use CMC Table 4A because that was the 
code used to construct the facility, but in some cases the Joint 

Commission is “leaning” towards FGI (Federal Guidelines 
Institute which incorporates ANSI/ASHRAE/ASHE 170). There 
has been a room pressure conlict between Table 4A and Table 

7-1 for Endoscopy rooms, but FGI is addressing this to bring it 
in line with CMC’s Table 4A.
The best approach for this testing is to communicate and consult 
with the client. Ultimately the client needs to balance monitoring 

and maintaining code compliance, patient and personnel safety, 

minimizing exposure to liability, and budget concerns.  

Need a Better Test & Balance Spec?

AABC CAN HELP!

For more information: www.aabc.com/specs
Email headquarters@aabc.com, or call 202-737-0202

n Specify for Independence

n Detailed contractor responsibilities to 
ensure system readiness for T&B

n Recommended, achievable tolerances

n Detailed procedural requirements

n AIA format, MasterSpec approved
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Precision Balance, Inc. 
Orlando, Florida 
(407) 876-4112
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Clearwater, Florida 
(727) 592-9666 

Southern Balance, Inc. 
Milton, Florida 
(850) 623-9229 
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Agency, Inc. 
Lutz, Florida 
(813) 949-1999
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Lutz, Florida 
(813) 909-8809 
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Lutz, Florida 
(813) 908-7701 
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Merritt Island, Florida 
(321) 453-3499

GEORGIA

Addison Energy 
Technologies, LLC 
Toccoa, Georgia 
(706) 244-0383

Augusta Air Balance 
Company, LLC 
Martinez, Georgia 
(706) 799-2254

Southern Balance Company 
Marietta, Georgia 
(770) 850-1027

TAB Services, Inc. 
Norcross, Georgia 
(404) 329-1001 

Test and Balance Corporation 
Roswell, Georgia 
(678) 393-9401

GUAM

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Tamuning, Guam 
(671) 477-0325

HAWAII

Paciic Test and Balance, Inc. 
Waipahu, Hawaii 
(808) 488-2444 

Penn Air Control, Inc. 
Kapolei, Hawaii 
(808) 492-1640 
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of the Paciic 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
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ILLINOIS
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 & Energy Services, LLC 
 Wheaton, Illinois 
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Fluid Dynamics, Inc. 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
(260) 490-8011 
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Indianapolis, Indiana 
(317) 222-1828

IOWA

Systems Management & 
Balancing, Inc. 
Waukee, Iowa  
(515) 987-2825

KENTUCKY

hermal Balance, Inc. 
Ashland, Kentucky 
(606) 325-4832 

hermal Balance, Inc. 
Nicholasville, Kentucky 
(859) 277-6158 
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Paducah, Kentucky 
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LOUISIANA 

Coastal Air Balance Corp.
Metairie, Louisiana 
(504) 834-4537 

Tech-Test Inc. of Louisiana 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
(225) 752-1664

MARYLAND

American Testing Inc. 
Ellicott City, Maryland 
(410) 461-6211 

Baumgartner, Inc. 
Hunt Valley, Maryland 
(410) 785-1720

Chesapeake Testing & 
Balancing Engineers, Inc. 
Easton, Maryland 
(410) 820-9791

 CJ Weisman Balancing, LLC 
Easton, Maryland 
(443) 496-0625

Environmental Balancing 
Corporation 
Clinton, Maryland 
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Performance Test and  
Balance, LLC 
Chester, Maryland 
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Hampstead, Maryland 
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Pasadena, Maryland 
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Laurel, Maryland 
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MASSACHUSETTS

homas-Young Associates, Inc. 
Marion, Massachusetts 
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MICHIGAN
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Dearborn, Michigan 
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Air Solutions Inc. 
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Minnetonka, Minnesota 
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Airology 
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Efective Air Balance, Inc. 
Totowa, New Jersey 
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Company LLC 
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(201) 444-8777

NEW YORK

Mechanical Testing, Inc. 
Saratoga Springs, New York 
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Binghamton, New York 
(607) 722-1819

Precision Testing & Balancing, Inc. 
Brooklyn, New York 
(718) 994-2300

NORTH CAROLINA

Airlow Experts, Inc. 
Graham, North Carolina 
(336) 229-1470

Building Environmental Systems 
Testing, Inc. (BEST, Inc.) 
Wilson, North Carolina 
(252) 291-5100

e-nTech Independent Testing 
Services, Inc. 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
(336) 896-0090

Palmetto Air & Water  
Balance, Inc. 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
(704) 587-7073

Palmetto Air & Water  
Balance, Inc. 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
(336) 275-6678

Palmetto Air & Water  
Balance, Inc. 
Morrisville, North Carolina 
(919) 460-7730

Palmetto Air & Water 
Balance, Inc. 
Wilmington, North Carolina 
(910) 202-3850

he Phoenix Agency 
of North Carolina, Inc 
Winston-Salem, NC 
(336) 744-1998

TAB Services, Inc. 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
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NORTH DAKOTA

Design Control, Inc. 
Fargo, North Dakota 
(701) 237-3037

OHIO

Air Balance Unlimited, Inc. 
Gahanna, Ohio 
(614) 595-9619 

Kahoe Air Balance Company 
Cleveland, Ohio 
(440) 946-4300

Kahoe Air Balance Company 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
(513) 248-4141
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Columbus, Ohio 
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PBC, Inc. 
(Professional Balance Co.) 
Willoughby, Ohio 
(440) 975-9494

Precision Air Balance 
Company, Inc. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
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R.H. Cochran and  
Associates, Inc. 
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OKLAHOMA

Eagle Test & Balance 
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Northwest Engineering Service, Inc. 
Tigard, Oregon 
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Butler Balancing Company, Inc. 
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Naguabo, Puerto Rico 
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Palmetto Air & Water  
Balance, Inc. 
Greenville, South Carolina 
(864) 877-6832

Palmetto Air & Water 
Balance, Inc.  
Charleston, South Carolina 
(843) 789-5550

TENNESSEE

Environmental Test & Balance 
Company 
Memphis, Tennessee 
(901) 373-9946

Systems Analysis, Inc. 
Hermitage, Tennessee  
(615) 883-9199

hermal Balance, Inc. 
Hendersonville, Tennessee 
(615) 768-5461

United Testing & Balancing, Inc. 
Nashville, Tennessee 
(615) 331-1294

United Testing & Balancing, Inc. 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
(865) 922-5754 

TEXAS

Aerodynamics Inspecting Co. 
Houston, Texas 
(281) 481-2100 

Air Balancing Company, Inc. 
Fort Worth, Texas 
(817) 572-6994

AIR Engineering and Testing, Inc. 
Dallas, Texas 
(972) 386-0144

 Austin Air Balancing 
Corporation 
Austin, Texas 
(512) 477-7247

Delta-T, Ltd. 
Garland, Texas 
(972) 494-2300

Delta-T, Ltd. 
Austin, Texas 
(512) 590-1051

Engineered Air Balance  
Co., Inc. 
Richardson, Texas 
(972) 818-9000

Engineered Air Balance  
Co., Inc. 
San Antonio, Texas 
(210) 736-9494
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Co., Inc. 
Spring, Texas 
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Houston, Texas 
(281) 449-0961

Online Air Balancing Company 
Houston, Texas 
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PHI Service Agency, Inc. 
San Antonio, Texas 
(210) 224-1665 

PHI Service Agency, Inc. 
Austin, Texas 
(512) 339-4757 

PHI Service Agency, Inc. 
Alamo, Texas 
(956) 781-9998 

PHI Service Agency, Inc. 
Corpus Christi, Texas 
(361) 248-4861

Professional Balancing 
Services, Inc. 
Dallas, Texas 
(214) 349-4644

TAB Solutions, Inc. 
Lakeway, Texas 
(720) 220-1062

TABFX, LLC 
San Juan, Texas 
(956) 510-8022

Technical Air Balance, Texas 
Spring, Texas 
(281) 651-1844

Texas Test & Balance 
Houston, Texas 
(281) 358-2118

UTAH

Mechanical Testing  
Corporation 
Leeds, Utah 
(435) 879-9284

RSAnalysis, Inc. 
Sandy, Utah 
(801) 255-5015

VIRGINIA

Arian Tab Services 
Herndon, Virginia 
(703) 319-1000

C&W-TESCO, Inc. 
Richmond, Virginia 
(804) 379-9345

Mid-Atlantic Test & 
Balance, Inc. 
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(434) 572-4025

WASHINGTON

Eagle Test & Balance 
Bellevue, Washington 
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TAC Services, LLC 
Mount Vernon, Washington 
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WISCONSIN
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Analysis, Inc. 
Germantown, Wisconsin 
(262) 253-4146

MANITOBA 

A.H.S. Testing & 
Balancing Ltd. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
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Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(204) 233-7456

AIRDRONICS, Inc. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
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& Balancing Ltd. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
(204) 694-4901

NEW BRUNSWICK

Controlled Air 
Management Ltd. 
Moncton, New Brunswick 
(506) 852-3529

Scan Air Balance 1998 Ltd. 
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Hanwell, New Brunswick 
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Vital-Canada Group Inc. 
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TSI provides the most accurate, dependable 

and versatile ventilation and indoor air quality 

measurement instruments on the market today.

TSI o� ers a full line of:

+ Capture Hoods

+ Thermal Anemometers

+ Hydronic Manometers

+ Indoor Air Quality Monitors

+ Micromanometers

To learn more, visit

www.tsi.com/comfort


